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INTERREG IVC programme 

 

INTERREG IVC provides funding for interregional cooperation across Europe. It is 
implemented under the European Community‟s territorial co-operation objective and 
financed through the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The overall 

objective of the INTERREG IVC Programme is to improve the effectiveness of 
regional policies and instruments. A project builds on the exchange of experience 

among partners who are ideally responsible for the development of their local and 
regional policies. The areas of support are innovation and the knowledge 
economy, environment and risk prevention. The programme aims to contribute to 

the economic modernisation and competitiveness of Europe. INTERREG IVC is linked to 
the objectives of Lisbon and Gothenburg agendas. 

 
 

CHARTS project 

 
Project Mission is to enrich regional policies with culture and heritage as added value 

for tourism sustainability, by exchanging experience amongst the partners in 
established Good Practices on the sustainable management of 

culture, heritage and landscape through communication and collaboration, 
keeping in mind the effects of innovation and creating a base of knowledge that can 
span well beyond the project‟s end. 

 
 

 

Good Practices 

 
 

1. Climate Change 
2. Accessibility to Heritage 

3. Effective Partnerships 
4. Host Communities and Responsible Tourism 

5. Quality Criteria 
6. Visitor Information 

7. Place Marketing 
8. Cultural Routes 

9. Railway Heritage 
10. Local Products and Gastronomy 

11. Traditional Skills and Trades 

12. Cycling for Tourists 
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.interreg4c.eu/afficheGlossaire.html#41
http://www.interreg4c.eu/afficheGlossaire.html#28
http://www.interreg4c.eu/innovation_knowledge.html
http://www.interreg4c.eu/innovation_knowledge.html
http://www.interreg4c.eu/environment_risk.html
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CHARTS project Partnership 

 

 
13 partners from 11 countries and 10 regions across Europe 
 
 

1.   Municipality of South Pelion  (Lead Partner) GREECE 

2.   Welsh Government CADW UK 

3.   ECTN-European Cultural Tourism Network BELGIUM 

4.   Midland Regional Authority IRELAND 

5.   Region Västra Götaland SWEDEN 

6.   Pafos Regional Board of Tourism CYPRUS 

7.   Veneto Region – Department of Tourism ITALY 

8.   Vidzeme Tourism Association LATVIA 

9.   National Institute of Research-Development in Tourism ROMANIA 

10.   Mallorca Council - Environment Department SPAIN 

11.   Union of South-East Region Local Authorities BULGARIA 

12.   Greek Nation Tourism Organization GREECE 

13.   IBERTUR / University of Barcelona SPAIN 
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Considering that principle, four municipalities 

joined their efforts to establish the Union of 

South –East Region Local Authorities with the 

purpose of implementing common projects and 

initiatives, focused on tourism development and 

promotion. 

 
  

Dimitar Nikolov, Chairperson of USERLA 

Mayor of Burgas Municipality 

 

 

 

 

 

Бележка: Снимка на Димитър Николов 

като кмет на Бургас и председател на 

Сдружението  - текст Стиляна  

The fundamental factor for 

the success of each 

initiative is to create a 

strong and effective 

partnership between 

different stakeholders. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The sustainable development of tourism requires advanced set of tools for 
interaction between local government, business, academia and professional 

organizations.  
The partnership can bring many benefits and added value, ranging from 

increased engagement and enhanced expertise to greater transparency and 
improved efficiency of the process of developing and implementing policies. 

     In thе Guide “Effective Partnerships” good practices and experience of the 
project partners  are demonstrated and shared in the field of cultural 

development, preservation and promotion of culture and heritage, sustainable 

tourism development which could be effectively implemented and multiplied by 
other institutions in other regions. 

 

1.1. Objectives 
 

The Union of South-East Local Authorities was passed a vote of confidence to 

elaborate the current guide on “Effective partnership”. The effective partnership 
topic is of great importance. As we have already mentioned, it is a basic and key 

factor for the success of each initiative. 
The association is one of the ways to build and develop a formal, long-lasting 

and effective partnership among different target groups in various fields and 
regions. 

What is our goal? 
 To share the results of the effective partnership among different 

stakeholders, contributing to the culture and heritage preservation and tourism 
development. 

 To present the link between culture and heritage conservation and tourism 
development by means of demonstrating the results of implemented practices, 

realized in South-East Planning region, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece and Latvia. 

 To share the gained knowledge and faced obstacles, to give useful tips, 
which could be taken into account when multiplying the practice in other regions. 

 Dissemination of the guide will contribute to and share the results of the 
project CHARTS - Culture and Heritage Added value to Regional policies for 

tourism sustainability not only between the partners of the project but with other 
interested parties too. 
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1.2. Target groups 
 

The target groups addressed by the Good practice guide are local and regional 

authorities, associations of local and regional authorities, tourism associations, 

cultural institutions, businesses and universities, non-governmental organizations 

working in the field of tourism development, preservation and promotion of 

culture and heritage. 

1.3. User`s Guide 
 

Guide components: 
1. Brochure „Еffective partnership – a key to success” 

2. DVD video clip „Еffective partnership – a key to success of each initiative” 
3. Summary presentation, Effective partnerships the way to success - “Burgas – 
candidate for European capital of culture 2019” 

 

2. Cultural Tourism in the Experience Economy.  

     2.1. EU policy on tourism development.   

The European Commission has adopted a Communication on tourism that 
aims to keep Europe the world's top tourist destination. In particular, the 

Communication suggests a new consolidated policy framework for the future 
of the European tourism and a series of initiatives at European level to be 

implemented in close cooperation with representatives of the public and private 
tourism sector.  

 
The new EU Tourism policy framework concentrates on four priorities:  

 
 Stimulate competitiveness in the European tourism sector; 

 

 Promote the development of sustainable, responsible  and high-
quality tourism. 

 
 Enhancing Europe's image as home to sustainable and high quality 

destinations. 
 

 Improving the tourism socio-economic knowledge to develop better 
coordination of European research. 

 
The main activities, planned to be implemented in order to achieve the set 

priorities are related to: 
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 Improved cooperation with national organisations and the European 

tourism industry to promote European tourist products. 

 Encourage joint promotional actions at major international events or large-

scale tourism fairs and exhibitions. 

 Strengthen the participation of the European Union in the framework of 

international organisations, such as the World Tourism Organisation (WTO), 
OECD, T20 and Euro-Med. 

 Develop a coherent strategy for diversifying the promotion of tourist 
services and capitalise on Europe's common heritage, particularly by creating a 

European heritage label, alongside actions such as European Heritage Days or 
the European Union Prize for Cultural Heritage. 

  Encourage the integration of 'natural„ heritage into tourism strategies, 

which will also benefit from labeling initiatives. 

 Elaborate a label on the basis of sustainable management indicators to 

promote tourist destinations respecting environmental, social and economic 
criteria. 

  Propose a strategy for a sustainable coastal and maritime tourism. 

  Establish or strengthen the cooperation between the European Union, the 

main emerging BRIC countries (China, Russia, India, Brazil) and the 
Mediterranean countries, to promote sustainable and responsible tourism 

development and exchange of good practices.  

 Propose a charter for sustainable and responsible tourism and establish an 

European prize for tourism businesses and destinations respecting the values set 
out in the charter. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

European Commission Vice-President Antonio Tajani, Commissioner for 
Industry and Entrepreneurship, said: 

 

"Our continent's cultural and natural richness, and long-standing 

traditions of hospitality, are still close to the hearts of Europeans. The 
European Tourism sector has performed well, and it even grew. Our data 

underline that the sector will further improve in the future. This confirms 

that travel and tourism are powerful economic drivers for the European 

recovery". Tourism comprises 1.8 million enterprises, many of them being 

small and medium-sized businesses. Tourism caters for 5.2% of 

employment and contributes to more than 5% of European GDP”. 
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 2.2. Sustainable tourism development.  

The competitiveness of the European tourism industry is closely linked to 

its sustainability, as the quality of tourist destinations is strongly influenced by 
their natural and cultural environment and their integration into the local 

community. 

Long term sustainability requires a balance between sustainability 

in economic, socio-cultural and environmental aspects. The need to 

reconcile economic growth and sustainable development also brings in an ethical 
dimension. 

Major challenges for sustainable tourism include: 

 Preserving natural and cultural resources; 

 Limiting negative impacts at tourist destinations, including use of natural 
resources and waste production; 

 Promoting the well-being of the local community; 

 Reducing the seasonality of demand; 

 Limiting the environmental impact of tourism related transport; 

 Making tourism accessible to all; 

 Improving the quality of tourism jobs. 

Global trends and priorities change – more than ever the overarching 
challenge for the tourism sector is to remain competitive while also embracing 

sustainability. Recognising that, in the long term, competitiveness depends on 
sustainability.  

The future of European tourism relies on the quality of the tourist 
experience, tourists will recognise the places that care for the environment, their 

employees and local communities are also more likely to care for them. By 
integrating sustainability concerns into their activities, tourism stakeholders will 

thus protect the competitive advantages that make Europe the most attractive 
tourist destination in the world – its intrinsic diversity, its variety of 

landscapes and cultures.  

The Agenda for sustainable & competitve European tourism1 lays down 

principles to address these challenges: 

 Take a holistic and integrated approach - All the various impacts of 
tourism should be taken into account in its planning and development. 

                                                           
1 The Agenda for sustainable & competitive European tourism (COM(2007)621final) 
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/tourism/sustainable-tourism/index_en.htm 
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Furthermore, tourism should be well balanced and integrated with a whole range 

of activities that affect society and the environment. 

 Plan for the long-term - Sustainable development is about taking 

care of the needs of future generations as well as our own one. Long term 
planning requires the ability to sustain actions over time. 

 Achieve an appropriate pace and rhythm of development - The 
level, pace and shape of development should reflect and respect the character, 

resources and needs of host communities and destinations.  

 Involve all stakeholders - A sustainable approach requires 

widespread and committed participation in decision making and practical 
implementation by all those implicated in the outcome. 

 Use best available knowledge - Policies and actions should be 

informed by the latest and best knowledge available. Information on tourism 
trends and impacts, skills and experience, should be shared across Europe.  

2.3. Cultural tourism development – definition and key principle.  

 
 

With this statement, the Commission communication "Europe, the world's 

No 1 tourist destination - a new political framework for tourism in Europe" 

confirms the significant role of cultural tourism. 

Europe is indeed a key cultural tourism destination, with a large number of 

major sites and a strong flow of international and domestic visitors. It is 
estimated that cultural tourism accounts for around 40% of all European tourism. 

Tourists are more and more looking for true experiences, for meeting and 
getting to know other people and other cultures. Tourism policies will need to 

adapt to these trends and develop a quality offer promoting local cultures and 
traditions and paying attention to sustainable aspects: preservation of heritage, 

landscape, local culture. 

Transnational cultural tourist products represent common European shared 

values and heritage. As a global agent of communication, cultural tourism must 
position itself as an agent of sustainable development, applying itself to the 

core values of public education, respect for our differences, authenticity of our 
projects, and protection of our heritage. To develop humanized cultural tourism, 

our visitors must therefore take home emotions and souvenirs of a history, an 

expertise, a new friendship.  

 “Europe must offer sustainable and high-quality tourism, playing on in its 

comparative advantages, in particular the diversity of its countryside and 

extraordinary cultural wealth” 
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Given the many definitions of “culture,” it‟s hardly surprising there are 

many definitions for cultural/ heritage tourism–also known simply as cultural 
tourism or heritage tourism: 

“Culture and heritage tourism occurs when participation in a cultural or 
heritage activity is a significant factor for traveling. Cultural tourism includes 

performing arts (theatre, dance, music), visual arts and crafts, festivals, 
museums and cultural centres, historical sites and interpretive centres.”  

According to the definition of the Center for Sustainable Destinations - 
National Geographic defines “Heritage tourism” as: „travel directed towards 

experiencing the heritage of a city, region, state or country. This travel enables 
the tourist to learn about, and be surrounded by local customs, traditions, history 

and culture”.  

“Cultural Tourism embraces the full range of experiences visitors can 
undertake to learn what makes a destination distinctive – its lifestyle, its 

heritage, its art, its people and the business of providing and interpreting that 
culture to visitors.” 

According to the statistic data of Flash Eurobarometer 392 – „References 
of Europeans towards tourism” , in 2013, the main reason for going on 

holiday for 25% of the tourists is culture (e.g. religion, gastronomy, arts.). For 
the previous year, 22% of the tourists travel with purpose - cultural tourism. The 

detailed data is shown in Annex I. 

3. Effective partnership. 

     3.1. Introduction. 

     A lot has been written about the theory of partnership working. However, 

translating theory into practice is not always that easy. Partnerships can be 
formed between a number of individuals, agencies or organisations with  

shared interest. There is usually an overarching purpose for partners to work 
together and a range of specific objectives. Partnerships are often formed to 

address specific issues and may be short or long term. 
 
In order to achieve a co-ordinated service, partners need to: 

 
• Communicate 

•  Co-ordinate 

•  Co-operate 
 
Definition of the effective partnership. 
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3.2. Key principles and ingredients of a successful partnership. 

 
There are a number of key principles of partnership working. These are: 

 
• openness, trust and honesty between partners 

• agreed shared goals and values 

• regular communication between partners 
 
There has been a lot of researches undertaken to identify what makes a good 

partnership and what the barriers are to achieving effective partnership 
working. 

 

Partnerships can work in different ways and there is no model that can be 
considered to be the 'best'. 

There are, however, a number of ingredients which, if present,  will 
facilitate successful partnership working: 
 

• the aim of the partnership is agreed and understood by all the partners 
• the partnership has clear, effective leadership 

• the role of each partner is identified and clear to others in the partnership 

• there is shared ownership of the partnership and the partners feel there is 

'something in it for them 

• there are dedicated time and resources for the administration and 
operation of the partnership 

• there is recognition of different organisational cultures within the 

partnership 
• a supportive atmosphere exists within the partnership where 

suggestions, ideas and conflicts are addressed 
 
The choice of partners is important. Partnerships are often formed from 

existing networks or where there is a history of collaborative work between 
potential partners. However, there are circumstances where it is important to 

A dynamic stakeholders’ 
collaboration process at different 
levels and different stages of the 
planning and implementation 
process of local and regional 

tourist strategies. 
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invite new partners to the table. 
 
Barriers to effective partnership working 

 
There are some potential difficulties for partners. Misunderstanding of the 
reasons for the partnership and a lack of commitment to the partnership can 
cause the emergence of barriers. Other recognised barriers could be: 

 
• No clear boundary between partners' responsibilities; 

• Reluctance to share information and data with other partners; 
• Lack of time available to commit to the partnership, particularly in the 

early stages; 
• Misconceptions or previous negative experiences of partnership working; 
• Potential conflicts in philosophies of the partners; 

• Lack of training among partners on substantive issues and partnership 

working. 
 
Why do we need to work in this partnership? 

 
• What will the partnership deliver that we could not deliver on our own? 

• Is it clear what our role in the partnership is? 

• Do we know what the life expectancy of the partnership is? 

• Are the aims and objectives of the partnership clear? 
 
Key Steps 

 
1. Identify aims and objectives 
2. Clarify roles and remits 

3. Ensure partners‟ commitment, willingness and support 
4. Ensure partnership resources 

5. Establish structure and processes 
6. Get working! 

7. Review and evaluate. 
 

3.3. A role of the partners in the sustainable tourism development.  

Tourism sector involves many different private and public stakeholders with 

decentralised competencies. It is therefore of major importance to respect the 
principle of subsidiarity and to work with a bottom-up approach, involving those 

stakeholders who have the competence and power to act.  

Tourism stakeholders are called to accept these respective responsibilities 

and are invited to embrace the opportunities that the sustainability challenge 

offers as a potential driver for innovation and growth.  
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The stakeholders should share their knowledge by communicating the 

positive and negative results they achieve on the way, in order to build a 
stronger bridge between the creation of knowledge, its dissemination and the 

implementation of sustainable and competitive practices. To that end, they 
should build a structured and regular cooperation at the levels they mostly 

operate – be it the destination, regional, national, European or international one 
– and bring sustainability into discussion in these cooperation structures.  

Small and micro businesses play an indispensable role in European 
tourism, but their size could make them less well equipped to integrate 

sustainable development aspects and market them as part of their business. 
Therefore the relevant intermediaries are called to convey the core messages of 

this Agenda to them and to facilitate their contribution to its implementation. 

The Agenda for sustainable & competitive European tourism aims at 
strengthening such a voluntary and continuous process.  

It should be promoted by all tourism stakeholders in Europe: the 
different levels of government – local authorities, destination 

management organisations, regions, Member States – and the European 
Commission itself, businesses, tourists and all other bodies that can 

stimulate, support and influence tourism. 

 

4. Good practices for effective partnerships. 

 
 Partnership is essential for the success of each initiative. A fundamental factor 

for the development of every process, region, activity or project is the creation of 

partnership among all stakeholders and attraction of “key” players at different 
levels.  

 In the present part of the guide we are presenting good practices from 
already established effective partnership in the field of sustainable tourism 

development, promotion of culture and cultural heritage preservation of various 
regions.  

 The shared practices are implemented by the partner organizations, 
participating in the CHARTS project. 

 
4.1. Cooperation between local authorities for promotion of 

sustainable tourism in the South East Region – Bulgaria. 
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In 2008, four municipalities (Burgas, Sliven, Stara Zagora and Yambol 

municipality), located in the South-East region of Bulgaria, united by the idea of 

establishing a partnership. The basic objective for initiating that partnership is 

the idea for promoting the South-East region, as the emphasis is placed upon the 

development of business, investments and popularizing all forms of tourism. 

 

 

The South-East region has a strategic geographical location in Bulgaria with 

wide outlet on the Black Sea (224 km). The total area of the region is 19 798, 8 

sq.km which is 17,8% of the country‟s territory .  

The South-East Region is the sunniest place in Bulgaria, offering a sea 

outlet. Preserved historical sites make you discover ancient traditions and a rich 

cultural heritage. The mineral water springs in the cities of Stara Zagora, Yambol, 

Sliven and Burgas attract tourists during the whole year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In April, 2009 as a result of the informal partnership, the Union of South-

East Region Local Authorities, Bulgaria was founded including the four 

municipalities. It has a status of a non-governmental, non for profit organization. 

Why partnership between local authorities? 

The partnership among the municipalities is a result of the necessity 

to offer a whole tourist product based on the variety of resources of 

all municipalities, elaboration and implementation of common 

programs, projects and politics facilitating the development of the 

entire region. 
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Results and effects of the partnership: 

 In 2008, Bulgarian local authorities participated for the first time as 

informal alliance and presented themselves in the prestigious European forum – 

“European week of Regions and cities - Open Days 2008”. The four municipalities 

presented the opportunities for tourism development of the South-East Planning 

Region. 

  Participation in the European “Open days” initiatives 2008, 2009, 2010, 
2011, aiming to present the potential of the South East Region for tourism, 

economic development and exploration of the natural resources for renewable 
energy production.  

 Elaboration of promotional catalogues, presenting the possibility for 

development of various types of tourism, economic development and 

investments in the field of energy efficiency and renewable energy production. 

 Establishment and maintenance of common representative office in 

Brussels. 

 Elaboration and participation in projects and initiatives, aimed at 

contribution to the sustainable development of the region, including tourism 

development, cultural heritage preservation, immigrant integration, etc.  

 Common initiative in the European parliament, Bulgarian parliament and 

other institutions and organizations for presentation of the region. 

 Legislation initiative for encouraging the public-private initiatives in 
Bulgaria. 

Strategic objectives of the Union: 

 Development of joint strategies plans and projects directed towards the 
sustainable development of the South-East Region.  

 Promotion of sustainable economic, social and ecological development of the 
Region through successful partnerships with other regions, European 

institutions, international organizations, NGOs, and the business sector. 
 Presentation and protection of the common interest of the member-
municipalities.  

 Representation of the region in front of the European institutions and 
organisations through the office in Brussels. 

 Establishment of contacts with national and international organisations, 
institutions and local authority‟s networks.  

 

 

Mission of the USERLA:  

To promote of sustainable economic, social and ecological development in the 

South-East Region of Bulgaria. 
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 Colaboration with other regions in the country and abroad.  

 
The association is one of the legal and preferable forms of co-operation 

between the local authorities.  

As a result of our six year partnership, we proved and convinced ourselves 

that working together we achieve better outcomes, present and stand up for our 
common interest, create and develop effective long-term international 

partnerships, implementing joint projects and initiatives. 
 

 

                             
 
 

4.2. Burgas – European Cultural Capital 2019.     
 

For two years the Municipality of Burgas actively works for its bid as a 
candidate for European Capital of Culture - 2019.  

The initiative “European Capital of Culture” is among the most prestigious 
and popular European cultural events. It was launched in 1980 by the famous 

European actress and singer Melina Mercury – Minister of culture of Greece and 
her French colleague Jacque Lang. Its aim was to contribute for bringing 

European nations together as well as for cultural heritage popularization and 

development of cities and regions.  
The idea of the candidature of Burgas and the region for “European Capital of 

Culture”, brings together and unites the endeavours of all stakeholders.  
The main principle, laid down in the process of preparation of the candidature 

of Burgas for “European Capital of Culture” included as well in the program 

planning process is THE PARTNERSHIP – between people, territories, ideas and 

arts. 

Presentation of South-East 

region during the Forum 

of the regions, Brussels  
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Burgas has included in the initiative the whole Burgas region. On May 9 th, 

2012 the municipalities from the Burgas region laid the foundations of a long-
term partnership expressed in signing a Memorandum for partnership and 

formation of “Association for cultural development of the city of Burgas 
and the Burgas region”.  The Association was founded by the mayors of all 13 

municipalities in Burgas on February 20, 2013 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

The main objective of the Association is to promote the cities in the region 
and their cultural, social and economic identity and to work towards preparing 

the application of Burgas for European Capital of Culture in 2019.  
 

During the summer 2013 the Burgas 2019 Summer Tour took place within 
13 weeks, in the 13 municipalities in Burgas District, including 13 

different cultural events.  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
           

 

The mayor of all 13 Municipalities are convinced that the 

partnership is necessary and they strive for it because it is the 
way to: 

 
 Unite ideas, people, institutions, authorities; 

 Stimulate the art, culture and tourism development; 
 Promote not only the city but the whole region; 

 Ensure an active public support. 
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The main objective of this initiative was to promote the bid of Burgas 

among the wider public of the different municipalities and to present the varios 
type of arts, culture and folklore.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

The realisation of this large-scale campaign would not have been possible if 
not for the active help and support of all local governments and institutions and 

clearly shows that their actual involvement is standing firmly behind the bid of 
Burgas for European Capital of Culture. 

      As a result of the efforts made within two years, along with the participation 
and contribution of all stakeholders, the candidature of Burgas for European 

Capital of Culture was prepared and presented.  
 

“Cultural collider – the slogan of the Burgas’ bid for “European 

Capital of Culture 2019”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The Burgas candidature stake on: 

 City and cultural industry 

development; 
 Association of creators, musicians 

and talents; 
 Active participation and support on 

behalf of citizens; 
 Partnership with neighboring 

territories; 
 Encouragement of international 

cooperation; 
 Boosting international partnership; 

 Stimulating tourism development. 
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4.3.  The magic of antiquity and the beauty of nature from the Bay of 

Burgas to Strandja.  

Five Municipality from Burgas region - Burgas, Primorsko, Malko Tarnovo, 

Sredets and Kameno have the initiative to develop a project proposal driven by 
the need to expand and diversify the tourism product offered in the pilot 

communities, to develop new tourist routes, which in turn will result in attracting 
new tourists, extension of the summer season and the development of 

alternative forms of tourism, emphasizing on the development of cultural, 
archaeological, festival and congress tourism. 

The municipalities come together and develop a project proposal " The magic 
of antiquity and the beauty of nature from the Bay of Burgas to Strandja", which 

in 2012 was funded by the Operational Program "Regional Development", a 

scheme for providing grants: BG161PO001/3.2-02 / 2011 "Development of 
regional tourism product and destination marketing" budget line: 

BG161PO001/3.2-02/2011. 
 

     Why the partnership was initiated? 
 

The main objective of the project is an integrated management and effective 
marketing of the tourism potential of Burgas, Primorsko, Malko Tarnovo, Sredets 

and a Kameno in support of the sustainable development of the region and its 
establishment as a competitive tourist destination.  

The project envisages the creation of a variety of tourism products with 
regional potential, which through effective marketing to be promoted to the 

tourism market and to attract new market segments: new tourists from home 
and abroad to contribute to the economic diversification of the region. 
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The partnership between the five municipalities gives an opportunity for 

elaboration and offering of a unique in its character tourist product on the local 
and regional market that will be a place of interest for tourists and guests from 

the Black sea settlements and complexes.              
   

 

     Project achievements: 

 
 New attractive tourist packges were developed which offer exciting 

encounters with the ancient history and the beautiful nature in the region, 

situated between the Burgas bay and the Strandzha mountain. The tours 

combine museum visits, live encounters with heritage dating back many 

centuries ago, unforgettable touch to the unique nature, introductions to 

customs and cults still alive and known nowadays. 

 Route: “Medieval Bulgarian fortresses and battles” 
 Route: “Water ways” from the bay of Burgas to the Strandzha Mountain 

 Route: “Biodiversity” (Strandzha oak, Strandzha wild boar, protected 
plants) on the basic sites of the project 

 Route: “Local folklore diversity” – local customs and celebrations 
 Route: “Via pontica” – birds‟ observation 

 Route: “Cycle routes through Strandzha” 
 Marketing strategy for positioning of products and newly developed 

tourist packaged on the tourist market was elaborated. The elaborated strategy 
gives the opportunity for branding of the region and the chosen products, 

including a whole unified vision for all printed, electronic and video materials. 

 Elaboration and dissemination of promotional materials of the tours – 
brochures, catalgues, etc.  

 Popularisation of the new developed toruist routes in the toursit 
exibitions, conference and to tour operators.  
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   Long-term result of the partnership:  

 

4.4. Effective partnership at the destination level in Latvia.  

The key problem for building effective partnerships at the destination level 
lies in the dissemination of the good practices between the cultural and tourism 

sectors, as well as the local government authorities and other actors involved.  
 

Target group and organisations, involved in the established partnership 

 

Vidzeme Tourism Association aims to disseminate the good practices by 
organizing thematic work seminars after each National and International 

workshop. The lecturers are: 

 VTA employees; 

 Professors and specialists in the cultural tourism field; 

  Promotion of cultural, historical and natural heritage of the region. 

  Built partnership between the five municipalities in Burgas. 

  Promotion of the economic activities of the municipalities inside 
Burgas Region (Kameno, Sredets and Malko Turnovo). 

  Economic diversification of the region and the reduction of the 

spatial concentration of tourism. 

 

  

 Members of Vidzeme Tourism 
Association 

o Local municipalities (project Partners) 
o Entrepreneurs (attending the local 

seminars) 
o Vidzeme University College (founder 

and member of VTA) 

  Non-members 
o Tourism professionals of non-member 

municipalities 
o Tourism entrepreneurs (non-members) 

o Other attendees  
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 Employees of local tourism information centers; 

 Representatives of Local Municipalities 
 (Sometimes) guest speakers  

The information is also disseminated locally through VTA‟s website 

(presentations, best practices and reports submitted by International Workshop 

attendees) and VTA‟s Facebook site (photos).  

 

Achievements, results: 

 Strengthening partnerships at the local level (municipalities-entrepreneurs-
university) through international and local seminars; 

 Strengthening partnerships at international level (ECTN, CHARTS project 
partners); 

 Development of Vidzeme (North Latvia) Culture Implementation Plan – an 
overall plan for the whole north Latvia region; 

 Developing Vidzeme (North Latvia) Cultural Tourism Map (in Latvian and 
English) – distributed to the entrepreneurs and tourism information centres as 

well as international exhibitions; 

 Vidzeme (North Latvia) Cultural Tourism Video and Interactive Game. 
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4.5. Pafos Regional Board of Tourism – Cyprus, Greece             

 
      What is the Pafos Regional Board of Tourism? 

The Pafos Regional Board of Tourism has managed to create collateral 
material of the region, sharing the same vision and strategic planning amongst 

all stakeholders in order to reposition Pafos in the word tourism map.  
The Pafos Regional Board of Tourism (PRBT) is the official tourism body 

representing under one umbrella all sectors involved in the tourism industry at a 
regional level. It‟s a synergy of the private sector and local authorities, an 

organisation ruled by private law but focus on public interest! The Board consists 

of 13 members including:  
  Four Municipalities of the region represented through the mayors;  

  Pafos Union of Pafos communities; 
  CTO (Cyprus Tourism Organisation); 

  Representatives from all private associations related to the travel industry 
such as hoteliers, travel agents, agro tourism company; 

The Board is chaired by the current chairman of the Pafos Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry. 

  

 

VISION 
Pafos region, to become a quality destination where visitors can enjoy a 

wide range of experience and will contribute towards sustainable tourism 

development , respecting the natural environment and cultural heritage”. 
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 Main goals and activities: 
 

 Reposition Pafos in the World tourism map and preferences of travellers;  
 Enhance the competitiveness of Pafos as a tourist destination;   

 Promote Pafos unique selling propositions locally and globally; 
 To develop and coordinate activities towards the implementation of the 

Pafos Regional Strategic Plan 2011-2015; 
 To promote the region of Pafos as a quality tourist destination; 

 To coordinate activities between the private and government sectors 
especially for problem solving related to the tourism industry; 

 To increase flights to and from Pafos International airport; 

 To act as a coοrdinator for the implementation of tourist and other 
infrastructure projects towards the further development of the industry  

 
 The activities of the PRBT are divided in three pillars -  Product Strategy; 

Marketing strategy and Quality/value added strategy.    
 

 Achievement, results:  
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 Joint promotions with airlines, hoteliers, print 

media, broadcast, web campaigns, radio 
competition;   

 Promotion through filming or TV productions  
 Organization of Press trips, tours for travel 

agents and journalist; 
 Direct marketing – mailing of collateral material 

to trade, Journalist and final users, newsletters sent 

to several intermediaries and consumers to specific 
geographic areas and target groups, e-mail 

campaign to specific target groups, campaign, web 
ads.  

 Promotion and popularisation of the region 
thought  

 participation in the reality show “Τhe Bachelor”, 
Finnish TV  and reality show  “Masternas-Mastare”, 

Finnish, Swedish & Norwegian TV, interviews in 
press TV, Radio and local press.  
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4.6. Tourism development, effective partnerships and regional airports. 
 

Air transport and tourism.   
 

In addition to its well-established linkages with local, regional and national 
economies, air transport is explicitly related to tourism. Every industry with a 

„tourism ratio‟ (i.e. tourism related receipts of a specific sector expressed as a 
percentage of its total turnover) exceeding 15% may be regarded as part of the 

tourism sector; in this context, air transport is a tourism industry par excellence 
with a ratio often over 90%. 

About 40% of international tourists travel by air today compared to 35% in 

1990 (ICAO, 2004), while the direct employment effect of air transport on 
tourism is estimated at 8.4 million jobs (ATAG, 2012). 2.8 billion passengers 

travelled by air in 2011 (ATAG, 2012).  
In fact, the demand for air transport in mainly derived by demand for 

tourism; both sectors are strongly cyclical and are highly sensitive to changes in 
the economic, social and political environment.  
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Effective Partnership - development of regional airports.  

The development of regional airports is one of EU priorities to facilitate 

mobility of its citizens. The role of regional airports is of vital importance as it 
leads to regional economic growth and vice versa.  

Air services provide point-to-point connections and links from the region to 
international hubs. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Which are the Airports stakeholders? 

Culture and Heritage Added value to Regional policies for Tourism Sustainability CHARTS
Airport stakeholders

Passengers
Arriving

Originating
Transit

Commuter
VFR

Business 
Commerce, 
Tourism, 

Arts, 
Sports

General Aviation
Air Taxi

Executive 
Transportation
Flight schools

Aerial application
Aerial observation

Air Carriers
Network

International
Regional
Domestic

LCCs

Investors

Service Providers
Aviation fuel

Ground handling
Aircraft cleaning

Passenger transport 
Catering

Passenger handling (check in)
Information services

Cargo and mail handling
Security

Administration

Clients 
arrive 

through 
the 

airport

Direct 
airport 
users

Goods 
importers

Goods 
exporters

Residents 
Local 

Community

 

Why is important to have a regional airport? 

 The importance of regional airports and regional air services as an essential 
tool to help promote territorial cohesion; 

 Citizens in remote communities on periphery of EU able to participate more 

fully in Europe; 
 Return trip in less than a day; 

 Balance between inter-regional and region-to-hub air services; 
 Important role in Trans-Europe Transport Networks; 

 Planning frameworks vital for long-term investment; 
 The importance of regional airports and regional air services as an essential 

tool to help promote territorial cohesion; 
 The contribution of regional airports and regional air services to wider 

employment creation, regeneration, social inclusion and local economic 
development; 

 The role that low cost air services in supporting  development of small and 
medium sized regional airports; 

 Improved access to global economy; 
 Lower labour costs and facilities encourage investment; 

 Improved access allows existing businesses to increase market share 
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Effective partnership between regional airports.  
 

 Berlin Brandenburg Airport: 
 

 
     

 

 

 

 Airports in Greece: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
What are the benefits of the partnership? 

 

 
 Development of regional airports is a catalyst for regional economic 

development; 
 Development of regional air services network raises economic 

competitiveness of the regions and EU; 
 Regional airports and air services are a European success story; 

 Airports can be proactive by complementing airline business models; 
 Strategic choice between low-cost and legacy carriers since the business 

models of these different carriers require different infrastructure to be 
complementary.  

 Airports can also think beyond their physical confines and play a „feed‟ role 
by working with complementors to facilitate access and lower the cost of access 

to airports  
 

Construction started in 2009 
City tours in Berlin to promote the airport 

development, communicating the benefits 
to the local community  

Forum for dialogue established 

Economic and employment generator (40,000 jobs) 
Source of income for the surrounding municipalities through taxes 

Schöenefeld municipality is debt free 
Increase in real estate demand  

 Zante hotel owners association signs a deal with easyJet;  

 Thessaly Region buys advertisement space at Ryanair website;  
 Flights commence to Volos airport; 

 Kos and Rhodes sign a deal with Ryanair; 

 Chania (Crete) receives both easyJet and Ryanair flights.  
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5. Policy Implication – transfer of good practices. 

 
a. Proposal for the creation of Pelion’s Tourism Development and 

Promotion Partnership – Agency 
 

All three municipalities of 
Magnesia Prefecture, (Volos, South 

Pelion, Zagora –Mouresi) will form 
the key partners of Pelion Tourism 

and Promotion Company 

Partnership. The tourism 
committees of each municipality 

will sign a memorandum of 
cooperation through which they 

will commit to common 
collaboration and cooperation 

amongst them. The company will have a non for profit character, nevertheless its 
establishment is necessary as it will form the vehicle for signing agreements, 

contracts, submit proposals and funding from various sources, since the 
municipalities face legislative constraints covering certain aspects of the 

company‟s objectives.   

 The cooperation of the municipalities and the tourism committees will focus on 

tourism promotion and tourism development related areas. South Pelion 
Municipality will host the Company at its own premises 

The advantages of the Partnership focus on the fact that such a legal form allows 

more flexibility and ability to manage assets and finances in contrast to other 
legal entities such as unions.  

Members of the partnership will be the Chamber of Commerce, the Hotel owners‟ 
Association, the Association of Rooms to let owners, local commercial and 

development unions, the Region‟s Tourism Committee, GNTO and the University 
of Thessaly. Other members can be the ski centre, the taxi owners‟ association, 

the coach company etc.  
 

The key to the success of the partnership is that under the umbrella of the 
partnership a number of stakeholders dealing with tourism promotion and 

development will be coordinated and supported. Partnerships after all are the key 
to the best practice to make the best of the tangible and intangible assets 

available by each municipality and union.   
The budget of the partnership will derive from the three municipalities which will 

add their funds for tourism development and promotion in the same bucket. 
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Moreover, the members of the partnership will be issued with a subscription 

which is as follows 

The three municipalities fund the partnerships according to the number of 

beds available in their boundaries. Every bed will be offering to the partnership 2 
euro. The number of beds at all three municipalities is estimated to 7000 (except 

for the rooms to let), the annual budget from the municipalities will be around 
14,000 euro. Every member will contribute according to its number of members. 

It is suggested that unions related to hospitality will contribute with an annual fee 
of 2,000 euro and all other unions with 1.000 euro annually. The target is the 

partnership to be self-sustained.   
Partial activities will be funded by the directly involved partners as the main 

promotional activities will have been planned well in advance in order to have 

been budgeted for in the municipalities‟ budgets. When participation at ten 
tourism fairs and exhibitions has been planned for instance, the budget will be x 

euro per event. This amount will be distributed amongst the partnership‟s 
members. This approach reduces to the minimum each partner‟ s financial 

contribution and at the same time maximizes the promotional impact and result 
as the partnership will participate in a larger number of events. Publications and 

promotional material can be produced collectively achieving significant reduction 
in the cost per unit due to the increased volume of material produced or printed.  

The partnership will be based at South Pelion municipality as it is the only 
municipality which carries the name Pelion in its official title. Moreover it 

encourages development away from Volos‟s urban centre emphasising on the 
partnership‟s character.  

 
According to the experiences by several European partners, the partnership 

can begin its operation based at South Pelion municipality which will be its main 

coordinator. This initiative can be partially supported financially by European 
Funds which are already secured by the South Pelion municipality. In due course 

of time the other two municipalities will engage more actively in the partnership, 
both financially and physically.  

 
The first steps. 

 
It has to be stressed that the partnership can change form, be enhanced in 

due course of time. The approach followed in the formation of the partnership 
can is based on the experience and knowledge gathered to date through the 

measures and initiatives implemented by the municipalities and unions. A 
common coordination of their actions will undoubtedly lead to better results 

which will consequently lead to an effective outcome. The reduced flexibility by 
the municipalities can turn from weakness to strength through the partnership 

vehicle which will produce added value results benefiting all municipalities and 

unions.  
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6. Conclusions and Recommendation. 

 
Partnership is essential in respect of carrying out each initiative. The principle 

of partnership is a core element for the tourism development, particularly in the 
process of establishing a connection between culture, heritage and tourism as 

different stakeholders participate in this process.   

In the current guide, various good practices of already realized effective 

partnership are shared in the field of tourism development and relevant activities 
related to this sector. 

The presented good practices can serve as an example and to be transferred 

in other regions and between partners beyond the CHARTS project. They can be 
implemented not only in tourism but in other economic sectors as well. 

Eligible forms of partnership that could be implemented are: 

 

 Association between municipalities 
 The association between municipalities is one of the ways for 

establishing long-term partnership that could be transferred in every sphere of 
the social life. The alliance between municipalities enables the initiation of joint 

projects and the promotion of whole regions‟ landmarks instead of presenting 
each municipality separately. 

 
 

 Elaboration and promotion of common tourist products with the 
participation of several municipalities and regions. 

 The elaboration of common tourist products enables the combination of 

different types of tourism – leisure, cultural, rural, ornithological, and culinary 
depending on the resources of the particular region. The advantages of that kind 

of partnership is that it provides opportunity different types of tourism to be 
combined and effective and long-lasting partnership to be created along with that 

within the tourist chain.    
 

 
 Development of relation between culture and tourism 

  The initiation and organization of different cultural events, the participation in 
international initiatives like “The European capital of culture” and other traditional 

festivals are one of the ways to strengthen the connection between culture and 
tourism and stimulate the development of cultural tourism. 
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 Creation of networks – regional, national and international. 

The creation and support of networks is a form of partnership which is 
most applicable in the filed of tourism 

 
The characteristics of the „products‟ of successful cultural tourism network 

have been defined as follows: 
 

 

 

 
 

 Cluster approach implementation 
 The implementation of cluster approach is another form of partnership that 

could be exploited in tourism. Bearing in mind that tourism is a sector which is 
connected with other spheres of public life, the cluster approach implementation 

is a vital factor for success. A good example for capitalising on cluster approach 

is a project realized in the Burgas Municipality through the introduction of IT for 
the development of Destination management systems and mobile applications. 

 
 

 Public-private partnership 
This creates public-private partnership of high value for all participating 

members, and alliances of state actors that extend beyond municipal boundaries 
are a possible solution here. It has to be said very clearly: A strong commitment 

of the regional or local government is of utmost importance for the success of 
cultural touristic networks.2 The inclusion of state actors empowers the networks 

in terms of opening up existing infrastructures of a region and adds quality and 
opportunities to ideas and solutions in terms of adding value to projects and 

opening up resources. 
 

 

 
 

 

                                                           
 

 Networks = professionally organised and continuously learning 
systems and eventually independent business models; 

 Initiation, creation and professional monitoring of networks;  
 Connecting people; 

 Involve the local population; 

 Find common languages, and еmbed services in the local value 
chains: the more steps in the chain can be covered, the better. 
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7.  Additional Informational Sources – good practices of effective 

partnership in the municipalities-member of the Union of South-East 
Local Authorities.  

 
7.1. SMART TOURISM – The Role of Innovative Services in the Tourism  

Market to Support Regional Development 
 

 Goals of the initiative. 
 

 The goal of the initiative is exchange of experiences about destination 

management activities and good practices in mobile applications, to identify the 
relevant players in the regions and to set up collaboration among them along the 

value generation chain within this sector. Furthermore, destination management 
activities should be supported by electronic means (e.g. software) to generate 

additional information and to create dynamics in the sector. The systems are 
paying particular attention to supporting small and independent tourism 

suppliers. They provide a complete set of tourism management, promotion and 
fulfillment tools with product, and business and visitor databases as a foundation.  

 
 

    
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 Achievements. 
 

   With the developed Destination management systems and mobile applications 
the tourists have the opportunity to choose among a wide range of services 

provided in the specific region and receive complete information for them, like 
places for accommodation, dining places, events organized, e.g. concerts, sport 

events, festivals, etc.  The system allows the customer to plan its entire holiday, 

as he/ she has the chance to choose among the large number of events 
organized in the concrete region and find the best one according to his/ her 
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preferences. Along with the development of destination management and mobile 

application systems, as part of the project in Burgas were introduced the so- 
called “discount cards”- Burgas Card, which allow the customers to use free of 

charge different municipal services like bus transport, rent- a- bike, museum 
visits. 

 

 
 

 
 

A specific attention was paid on cultural tourism, which is a niche market yet, 
with a supposed share of 7-10% of overall tourism.  

It is regarded as a „megatrend“ in tourism, as one of the few growth segments of 
touristic demand at all with the following characteristics: 

• Much more target groups, which are economically interesting, can be 
addressed than in sports tourism or recreational tourism, 

• Culture tourism independent form vogues, economic cycles and 
demographic changes, and 

• Culture tourism is a niche market and has a supposed share of 7-10% of 
overall tourism. 

Service innovation will have a strong impact on cultural tourism, but it will also 

offer new job opportunities in rural regions and thus contribute to more inclusive 
growth in the EU.  

Partners:  
 

 Burgas Municipality – Bulgaria, Lead partner  
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 Regional Development Agency of Western Macedonia, Greece  

 Association for planning and development for the Witznitz lakes, Germany 
 Servia-Velvento Municipality, Greece  

 
 

7.2.European partners for promotion of culture heritage. 

 
     Goals of the initiative. 

 
     The main objectives of the project are the implementation of intercultural 

dialogue, promote the international exchange of cultural products, creating new 
opportunities for community development in the partner cities through 

intercultural dialogue and mutual cooperation. 
For a week in May, a month rich in cultural events, the Municipality of Sliven 

hosts the festival of children from the whole of Europe. These cheerful children 
make the streets and squares of Sliven alive with songs and dances. The festival 

programme provides excellent opportunities to young talents from Sliven and 
abroad to show their natural talent for music and dance and to acquire 

knowledge of other countries and nations. The participation of more than 500 
children from different European and Asian countries turns the festival days into 

a holiday of friendship, trust and collaboration, which enables the children to 

make new long-lasting relationships. 
This Event is one of the largest cultural events in the Sliven region, a place 

for the expression of children‟s talents from home and abroad. 
 

Partners:  
 Municipality of Évora - Portugal  

 Municipality of Sliven 
 Municipality Idan - New – Portugal 

 Municipality Merton – Portuguese,  
 Association Sud and Arles - Arles - France, Municipality Ourense – Spain 

 Municipality Ravenna – Italy 
 Municipality Birgu - Malta 
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7.3.“Region Sliven - crossroads of traditions, cultures and eras”. 
 

Goals of the partnership. 
 Turning the area into a tourist destination with a higher grade and quality; 

 Preserving, protecting and improving the quality of tourism resources, 
including natural, cultural and anthropogenic; 

 Increasing revenue from international tourism; 
 Increasing the share of the domestic market; 

 Increasing the total number of such visits in the off-season; 

 Extending position / identification of target markets; 
 Promote the development of cultural and eco-tourism. 

 
Partners: 

Three municipalities from Sliven region - Sliven, Kotel and Tvarditsa 
 

Organizations, involved in the established partnership. 
 The main target groups of this project are representatives of travel agencies 

and tour operators, representatives of tourist business - hotels, restaurants and 
others; representatives of the museums and tourist organizations, specialized 

research groups and hobby purposes, non-governmental organizations dealing 
with related tourism activities, including advisory councils on tourism 

municipalities in the region, tourist companies, industry organizations in the 
tourism sector, regional and national organizations of disabled people, 

environmental organizations and others. 
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Achievements:  

 

7.3. ANCIENT HERITAGE OF THRACE - Promotion of alternative tourism 
in Stara Zagora region.  

 
In order to increase and diversify the competitiveness of the local touristic 

product and related employment in tourism, a new partnership between three 
neighboring municipalities was established in that field: Stara Zagora, Nova 

Zagora and Radnevo. These three municipalities are not traditional domestic 
tourist destination. Two of them the smaller municipalities Nova Zagora and 

Radnevo do not have sights particularly remarkable to offer to visitors. 
 

Goals of the initiatives or the partnership. 
 

To develop and implement  a joint  project „ Antique heritage of Thrace‟ within   
Operational Programme „Regional Development‟. 

 

 Organizations, involved in the established partnership - Tour agencies 
and tour operators, tourist business and travel business organizations, museums 

and specialized research groups, others with hobby purposes, Tourism advisory 
boards in the municipalities of the region, tourism associations, eco-

organizations.  
 

 Achievements.  
 

Developed a new tourist packages as follows 

 "Mountain of Voivodas" – а product with an accent on cultural tourism. 
  "A village in the region of Sliven" - product, presenting opportunities for 

family holidays and vacations, activities among a natural, rural environment 

and cognitive tourism; 
 "Adventures in the Sliven region" – this product will include opportunities 

for recreation and adventures in a natural environment in different routes; 
 Development and distribution of information, marketing and advertising 

materials, media advertising and provision of advice 
 Participation in events (international, national or regional tourism fairs, 

exhibitions, fairs): Tourism exhibition ITB - Berlin, Germany, Tourism 
Exhibition TTR - Bucharest, Romania, Exhibitions in Bulgaria. 
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  The initiative will increase the competitiveness of tourism product related to the 

cultural-historical heritage of the region and will contribute for increasing the 
number of visitors in the region, especially to  the less developed tourist locations 

as Nova Zagora and Radnevo with considerable tourist potential. The tourist 
product of Stara Zagora will be enriched and all this is expected to boost the 

related economic activity as a whole. 
 

 
                                    

 

                 
 
  

 
 

7.4. Cultural traditions – connection between culture and tourism in 
Yambol Municipality.  
 

Yearly, at the territory of municipality of Yambol, is conducted the traditional 

for the region mummers festival called “Kukerlandia” - the largest festival in 

town.  Almost every village in the region has representatives of their type of 

mummers‟ costumes, traditions and games. For the popularization of the 

tradition it is implemented a connections with another groups from cities from 

home and abroad. Since 2005 the festival has featured international participants, 

and throughout the years Yambol has hosted mummers from Ireland, Slovenia, 

Serbia, Turkey, Macedonia and Romania. The number of related events has 

increased as the leading one is a photography exhibition – a competition with 

photographs of mummer‟s festival, which also participates in the international 

arena. 

Goals of the initiatives or the partnership. 

Rich collection from the antiquity in the Regional 

Museum of History – Stara Zagora 
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Each one from the invited teams presents their traditions in the mummers‟ 

games, or folklore dances and songs from their region. The communications 

between the teams during the time of the festival creates strong connections 

between the participants, increases the economics of the region and attracts 

tourists. 

Activities implemented. 

     During the week of the festival it is organized multiple events connected to 

the mummers like – mummers games, photographer exhibition, mummers chain 

dance, “alley” of mummers masks, graphite feast, children‟s mummers feast, 

“the taste of Kukerlandia” and a lot of other events.  

 

 

Target group and organizations, involved in the established partnership 

 The festival is being organized under the coordination and cooperation of the 

Municipality of Yambol and Municipality of Tundzha. Different sponsors helped for 

the organization of the event by financial collateralization or providing promotion 

and marketing of the Festival. Employees from the both municipalities establish 

connection with groups from home and abroad and invite them to the event.  

Achievements. 

Pictures form the Festival in Yambol Municipality  
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 Improved promotion of the Festival, increased quality of the provided services 

from the business, attracted tourists from home and abroad, economic benefits 

for the municipality, established good partnerships with the participants and the 

organizations. 

 
Annex I: Eurobarometar survey data: preferences of Europeans towards 

tourism3. 
 

Figure 1: Survey on main reasons for going on holiday in 2013.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
3
 Flash Euro barometer 392, References of Europeans towards tourism – 2013  
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Figure 2:  Survey on the main reasons would make tourists to go back to the 
same place for a holiday.  
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Annex II: Good practices of effective partnership for sustainable tourism 
development in South-East Planning Region. 
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The Interregional   Cooperation 
Programme 

INTERREG IVC, financed by the 

European Union`s Regional 
Development Fund, helps 

Regions of Europe work 
together 

to share experience and good 

practice in the areas of 
innovation, 

the knowledge economy, the 
environment and risk 

prevention. 

 
EUR 302 million is available for 

project funding, but more than 
that, a wealth of knowledge and 
potential solutions are also on 

hand for 
regional policy-makers. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
„EFFECTIVE 

PARTNERSHIP”  
 

 
 
A dynamic stakeholders 

collaboration process at 
different levels and 
different stages of 

planning and 
implementation of local 

and regional tourist 
strategies. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

www.charts-interreg4c.eu 

 
 
 

 
 

 

http://www.charts-interreg4c.eu/
http://www.interreg4c.eu/
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/index_en.cfm

